
DVA TECHRIDER:
contact: Jan Kratochvil +420 731 615 203

Power supply: 
220 V / 10 Ampere for Europe - 10x supplies on stage

FOH:
- Professional mixing console (NOT BEHRINGER) with minimum 10 inputs, every 
input with 4 EQ corrections (minimum 2x parametric) + 2x stereo FX return.
- 2 x AUX (monitors)
- eq stereo 1/3 oct for PA (BSS)
- 4 x compressor (DBX)
- 1 x hall - (Lexicon)
- 1 x tap delay - (TC Electronic)

3x chair (no side armrest please!)
2x stand for own microphones SM58

INPUT LIST:
1. L 1  boss rc50 jack 6.3, DI Box
2. R 1 jack 6.3, DI Box
3. L 2 boss rc50 jack 6.3, DI Box
4. R 2 jack 6.3,  DI Box
5. clarinet / 
saxophone 

Tenorsax / 
B-Clarinet SM 57 COMPRESOR

6. VOC 1 F vocal SM 58 COMPRESOR
7. VOC 2 M vocal SM 58 COMPRESOR
8. Guitar guitar amp. SM 57 COMPRESOR

MONITORS:
2 x monitor
2 indenpendent monitor ways:
monitor A: L1,R1,L2,R2, VOC 1, Guitar
monitor B: L1,R1,L2,R2, VOC 2

VIDEO PROJECTION:
If VJing has been agreed on, promoter provides:
- White screen - width min. 2 m
- Data projector (2500 ANSI min) + VGA cable!
- Table 1.5 x1m
- 3 x 220V

SPECIAL REQUIRMENTS, OPTIONALLY:
2 postcards of you city, thanks a lot!

STAGEPLAN: (on the next page)



1. Stage

Minimal stage sizes: 0,5 meter high / 5,5 meters wide / 3 meters deep,

2. Parking:

The promoter agrees to assist in organising a safe place (garage or guarded 
parking) for the band equipment car, or to allow to leave the equipment in a locked 
room at the venue until the next morning.

3. Backstage/ Dressing room

The promoter agrees to supply one heated lockable dressing room of a reasonable 
standard for the Artist. This should contain washing and toilet facilities.The key 
shall be held by the Artist or their representative.

4. Security

The promoter agrees to provide adequate security at the front of the stage, mixing 
desk and dressing room at the management's cost.

5. Merchandising



A free merchandising spot will be available in a good location for the Artist.

6. Catering

The promoter agrese to provide for their own costs this catering: 4 x 1,5l still water 4 
x hot meal after show. Limitless quantity of black tea and good cofee + sugar

7. Accomodation

Promoter provides for their own costs accomodation in good hotel for 4 people.

8. Sound

Promoter provides for their own costs good sound system in good condotion 
according to the technical rider.

9. Videoprojection

If VJing has been agreed on, promoter provides for their own costs white projection 
wall and videoprojector according to the technical rider.

10. Guestlist

The promoter agrees to grant to the Artist a guest list of a minimum of 5 people at 
no cost.

11. Soundcheck

Band shall receive a minimum of sixty minutes free of all disturbances onstage for 
the purpose of a sound check and video check before the doors open.


